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Key Points

• Our study
contextualizes the
single-arm ELARA trial
by providing historical
control data from
clinically similar
patients on usual care.

• Tisagenlecleucel was
shown to have superior
efficacy than usual
care in patients with
multiply relapsed or
refractory follicular
lymphoma.
The ELARA trial indicates tisagenlecleucel (tisa-cel) is an effective anti-CD19 chimeric antigen

receptor T-cell therapy for relapsed or refractory follicular lymphoma (r/r FL). As ELARA is a

single-arm trial, this study compares tisa-cel outcomes from the ELARA trialwith usual care from

a real-world cohort. ELARA enrolled 98 patients as of 29 March 2021 (median follow-up: 15

months fromenrollment).Usual caredatawereobtained fromReCORD-FL, aglobal retrospective

study of patientswith r/r FL,whomet similar eligibility criteria to ELARA.With a data cutoff date

of 31 December 2020, 187 patients with ≥2 preceding treatment lines were included in the

ReCORD-FL (median follow-up: 57 months from third-line) study. An indirect treatment

comparison was performed for 97 patients from the ELARA trial and 143 patients from the

ReCORD-FL study with no missing data on baseline factors. The line of therapy for which

outcomes were assessed was selected or matched between cohorts using propensity score

modeling. After baseline factor adjustment via weighting by odds, complete response rate (CRR;

95% confidence interval) was 69.1% (59.8%-78.3%) for tisa-cel vs. 37.3% (26.4%-48.3%) for usual

care; overall response rate was 85.6% (78.7%-92.5%) vs. 63.6% (52.5%-74.7%). Kaplan-Meier

probability of being progression/event-free at 12monthswas 70.5% (61.4%-79.7%) for tisa-cel vs.

51.9% (40.6%-63.3%) for usual care, with hazard ratio (HR)=0.60 (0.34-0.86); 12-month overall

survivalwas96.6% (92.9%-100%)vs. 71.7% (61.2%-82.2%),withHR=0.2 (0.02-0.38). In conclusion,

tisa-cel was associatedwith a 1.9-fold higher complete response rate and a 1.4-fold higher rate of

being progression or event free at 12 months vs usual care, as well as a death risk reduction of

80%. The findings provide additional evidence on the benefit of tisa-cel in patients with r/r FL

after ≥2 treatment lines. This trial was registered at www.clinicaltrials.gov as NCT03568461

Introduction

Patients with multiply relapsed or refractory follicular lymphoma (r/r FL) represent an area of high unmet
need for which newer treatments with novel mechanisms of action are needed to offer long-term
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Table 1. Baseline characteristics of tisa-cel (ELARA) vs usual care (ReCORD-FL) cohorts

ELARA enrolled* (N = 97)

Before weighting After weighting

ReCORD-FL (N = 143) |SMD| ReCORD-FL (N = 99†) SMD

Included in the PS model

Age at index treatment initiation, mean (SD), y 56.5 (10.40) 60.1 (11.7) 0.326 56.1 (11.5) 0.038

Gender, n (%)

Female 33 (34.0) 61 (42.7) 0.178 30.8 (31.1) 0.063

Male 64 (66.0) 82 (57.3) 0.178 68.3 (68.9) 0.063

Region, n (%)

Europe 44 (45.4) 90 (62.9) 0.358 41.4 (41.8) 0.072

Rest of world 53 (54.6) 53 (37.1) 0.358 57.6 (58.2) 0.072

Previous auto-HSCT, n (%)

Yes 36 (37.1) 53 (37.1) 0.001 36.1 (36.5) 0.013

No 61 (62.9) 90 (62.9) 0.001 62.9 (63.5) 0.013

Number of previous lines of systemic

treatment

Median 4 3 0.117 4 0.104

Minimum-maximum 2-13 2-10 2-10

Disease stage at initial FL diagnosis, n (%)

Stage I 6 (6.2) 10 (7.0) 0.033 4.7 (4.7) 0.064

Stage II 13 (13.4) 13 (9.1) 0.137 9.5 (9.6) 0.12

Stage III 21 (21.6) 26 (18.2) 0.087 25.4 (25.7) 0.095

Stage IV 57 (58.8) 94 (65.7) 0.144 59.4 (60.0) 0.026

Mo between initial FL diagnosis and initiation

of index treatment

Median 66.2 61.7 0.099 69.7 0.005

Minimum-maximum 6.4-355.4 2.8-255 2.8-255

Number of involved nodal sites at index

treatment initiation, n (%)

≤ 4 39 (40.2) 74 (51.7) 0.233 38.1 (38.5) 0.035

> 4 58 (59.8) 69 (48.3) 0.233 60.9 (61.5) 0.035

Double refractory, n (%)

Yes 66 (68.0) 97 (67.8) 0.004 67.8 (68.5) 0.01

No 31 (32.0) 46 (32.2) 0.004 31.2 (31.5) 0.01

POD24, n (%)

Yes 61 (62.9) 86 (60.1) 0.056 62.7 (63.3) 0.009

No 36 (37.1) 57(39.9) 0.056 36.3 (36.7) 0.009

Weights, such as those applied to our control group (ie, the ReCORD-FL sample), can reduce the precision of statistical estimates such that the analyses behave as though we have a
smaller-than-actual sample of controls. The ESS quantifies this reduction of precision in the controls. Thus, the larger the reduction from actual to effective sample size, the more statistical
precision that is lost via weighting.
Auto-HSCT, autologous HSCT; ESS, effective sample size; FLIPI, Follicular Lymphoma International Prognostic Index; SD, standard deviation.
*Enrolled patients are those who met inclusion or exclusion criteria and had a leukapheresis product accepted for manufacturing, regardless of infusion status (only 1 enrolled patient was not

included owing to missing data).
†Sample size after weighting (ie, sum of weights) was 99 for the ReCORD-FL study, and effective sample size was 95.
‡Because double refractoriness and last prior therapy refractory status both capture refractoriness status, only 1 prognostic factor (double refractoriness) was included in the propensity

model. Furthermore, refractory status to last preceding therapy was already very well balanced (SMD < 0.25) before weighting, suggesting that the inclusion or exclusion of this prognostic
factor has a limited impact on the analysis. FLIPI was excluded from the model on the basis of missingness (27 [19%] additional patients would be excluded from the analysis if FLIPI were
included in the model). Considering that 3 of the 5 risk factors of the FLIPI score are already included in the model (age, number of nodal sites, and disease stage), which achieved excellent
balance with absolute SMDs < 0.25, FLIPI was also well balanced between the cohorts before weighting, and thus, to conserve sample size, FLIPI was excluded.
remissions.1,2 Tisagenlecleucel (tisa-cel) is an anti-CD19 chimeric
antigen receptor T-cell therapy currently undergoing clinical study
in the phase 2 ELARA (E2202) trial (NCT03568461) for adult
patients with grade 1-3A r/r FL who meet the following inclusion
criteria: (1) refractory to a second or later line of systemic therapy
(including an anti-CD20 monoclonal antibody [mAb] and an alky-
lating agent) or relapsed within 6 months after completion of a
5836 SALLES et al
second or later line of systemic therapy, (2) relapsed during anti-
CD20 mAb maintenance (after at least 2 lines of therapies as
mentioned earlier) or within 6 months after maintenance comple-
tion, or (3) relapsed any time after autologous hematopoietic stem
cell transplantation (HSCT). In the ELARA trial, tisa-cel has
demonstrated high response rates in patients with r/r FL, including
those with high-risk disease, with an overall response rate (ORR) of
22 NOVEMBER 2022 • VOLUME 6, NUMBER 22



Table 1 (continued)

ELARA enrolled* (N = 97)

Before weighting After weighting

ReCORD-FL (N = 143) |SMD| ReCORD-FL (N = 99†) SMD

Not included in PS model‡

Refractory status to last preceding therapy, n

(%)

Yes 75 (77.3) 112 (78.3) 0.024 79.2 (80.0) 0.066

No 21 (21.6) 31 (21.7) 0.001 19.8 (20.0) 0.041

Missing 1 (1.0) 0 0.144 0 0.144

FLIPI at index treatment initiation, n (%)

High 59 (60.8) 80 (55.9) 0.099 56.6 (57.2) 0.074

Intermediate 20 (20.6) 21 (14.7) 0.156 14.3 (14.5) 0.162

Low 18 (18.6) 15 (10.5) 0.23 9.7 (9.8) 0.252

Missing 0 27 (18.9) 0.682 18.3 (18.5) 0.673

Weights, such as those applied to our control group (ie, the ReCORD-FL sample), can reduce the precision of statistical estimates such that the analyses behave as though we have a smaller-
than-actual sample of controls. The ESS quantifies this reduction of precision in the controls. Thus, the larger the reduction from actual to effective sample size, the more statistical precision that
is lost via weighting.
Auto-HSCT, autologous HSCT; ESS, effective sample size; FLIPI, Follicular Lymphoma International Prognostic Index; SD, standard deviation.
*Enrolled patients are those who met inclusion or exclusion criteria and had a leukapheresis product accepted for manufacturing, regardless of infusion status (only 1 enrolled patient was

not included owing to missing data).
†Sample size after weighting (ie, sum of weights) was 99 for the ReCORD-FL study, and effective sample size was 95.
‡Because double refractoriness and last prior therapy refractory status both capture refractoriness status, only 1 prognostic factor (double refractoriness) was included in the propensity

model. Furthermore, refractory status to last preceding therapy was already very well balanced (SMD < 0.25) before weighting, suggesting that the inclusion or exclusion of this prognostic
factor has a limited impact on the analysis. FLIPI was excluded from the model on the basis of missingness (27 [19%] additional patients would be excluded from the analysis if FLIPI were
included in the model). Considering that 3 of the 5 risk factors of the FLIPI score are already included in the model (age, number of nodal sites, and disease stage), which achieved excellent
balance with absolute SMDs < 0.25, FLIPI was also well balanced between the cohorts before weighting, and thus, to conserve sample size, FLIPI was excluded.
86% and a complete response rate (CRR) of 69%.3 As ELARA is a
single-arm trial, the aim of this study was to perform a comparative
effectiveness analysis using patient-level historical control data
from a matched global retrospective cohort of patients with r/r FL
receiving usual care. Results of this study will help to contextualize
the efficacy outcomes of tisa-cel from the ELARA trial relative to
usual care, which may help inform treatment decisions in the
population with multiply r/r FL.

Methods

Patient population

ELARA is an ongoing, single-arm, global, multicenter, phase 2 trial
evaluating the efficacy and safety of tisa-cel in adult patients with r/r
FL.4 The study is now closed to enrollment, and as of 29 March
2021, a total of 98 patients were enrolled with a median follow-up
of 15 months. Usual care data were obtained from ReCORD-FL, a
global retrospective cohort study of clinical outcomes in patients
who met the ELARA trial’s eligibility criteria.5 The ReCORD-FL
study included 10 academic centers across North America and
Europe; 7 ReCORD-FL sites are also participating in ELARA, but
no patient is enrolled in both studies based on nonoverlapping
case selection windows for the 2 studies. With a follow-up data
cutoff date of 31 December 2020, in the ReCORD-FL study, a
total of 187 patients with ≥2 lines of previous treatment were
identified for inclusion, with a median follow-up from third-line
therapy of 57 months. Full details on the ReCORD-FL study
design and results are described in a recent publication.5 Multiple
site-level and local or regional institutional review boards reviewed
and approved this research. The research was conducted in
accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki. Individual participant
data will not be shared in order to maintain data privacy
22 NOVEMBER 2022 • VOLUME 6, NUMBER 22
requirements prescribed by the various country-specific ethics
approvals for study conduct,

Clinical end points

Clinical end points, including CRR, ORR, time to next treatment or
death (TNT-D), progression- or event-free survival (PFS/EFS), and
overall survival (OS) were evaluated for 1 eligible line of therapy
(LoT) for each patient. In the ELARA cohort, the eligible (index) LoT
was the one in which trial enrollment occurred after relapse or
refractoriness to ≥2 prior lines of treatment, including both an
anti-CD20 mAb and an alkylating agent. For the usual care cohort,
the index LoT was selected using the statistical methods described
later in the article.

CRR was defined as the proportion of patients achieving a com-
plete response to the index LoT. ORR was likewise defined as the
proportion of patients achieving either a complete or partial
response to the index LoT. In the ELARA cohort, responses were
assessed as per the Lugano criteria, whereas in the ReCORD-FL
cohort, responses were based on clinician judgment using retro-
spective information (eg, radiographic imaging, physical exam, and
so on) collected from the patients’ charts. In the ReCORD-FL
study, imposition of predefined response criteria such as the
Lugano was not possible due to the retrospective, noninterven-
tional design. TNT-D was defined as the time to the start of a new
antilymphoma treatment (including HSCT) or death due to any
cause. Patients without events through the course of follow-up
were censored on the last contact date. In the ELARA cohort,
PFS was defined as time to first documented disease progression
or death due to any cause. In the usual care cohort, for cases in
which clinical progression dates were missing or not recorded in
the routine practice settings of the ReCORD-FL study, initiation of
USUAL CARE VS TISAGENLECLEUCEL IN R/R FL 5837



a new anticancer therapy was also considered to be a progression
event. For consistency between cohorts, this additional criterion for
a progression event was also applied to the ELARA cohort for the
comparative analysis and therefore represents a composite end
point of PFS or EFS. OS was defined as time to death due to any
cause. If a death event was not observed, then OS was censored
at the last date the patient was known to be alive.

Statistical analyses

A complete-case indirect treatment comparison (ITC) analysis was
performed for 97 patients who had undergone apheresis in the
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ELARA trial and 143 patients in the ReCORD-FL study, with
complete data on relevant, predefined baseline variables and
prognostic factors. For the usual care cohort, 1 LoT per patient
was selected using a propensity score (PS) model to identify the
LoT with the highest odds of being enrolled in the ELARA trial,
conditional on baseline characteristics and prognostic factors at
the start of the LoT. After LoT selection, an adjusted ITC was
performed using the weighting by odds method.6 This method
allowed for the use of data on all patients with nonmissing data on
baseline factors from both the ELARA and usual care cohorts. This
method also maintains the original composition of patients in the
ated PS

histogram plot

stogram plot

0.6 0.8
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ELARA cohort (assigning each patient a weight of 1), whereas
patients in the usual care cohort were weighted by the odds of
meeting the ELARA inclusion criteria. The usual care sample size
after weighting (ie, a sum of weights) was 99. To assess covariate
balance, the distributions of baseline variables before and after
weighting were summarized, with standardized mean differences
(SMDs) reported for each variable. An absolute SMD threshold of
<0.25 was used to define the sufficient balance between groups
for each covariate.7 A subgroup analysis of usual care patients with
≥1 eligible LoT initiated from 2014 onward (coinciding with the
introduction of the Lugano response criteria as well as approval of
idelalisib) was performed for all end points.

CRR and ORR were analyzed using weighted (as described
earlier) univariate statistics, whereas all time-to-event end points
(TNT-D, PFS/EFS, and OS) were analyzed using weighted Kaplan-
Meier analyses, and weighted Cox proportional hazards models
were used to assess end point differences between the ELARA
and usual care cohorts (ie, to assess the incremental effect on
clinical outcomes of tisa-cel vs usual care). The weighted Cox
models were implemented as univariate models, with each
Table 2. Indirect comparison of tisa-cel (ELARA) vs usual care (ReCORD

ELARA enrolled ReC

N = 97

Response rate (%)

CRR (95% CI) 69.1 (59.8-78.3)

ORR (95% CI) 85.6 (78.7-92.5)

Difference in CRR (95% CI)

Difference in ORR (95% CI)

PFS or EFS‡

Median (95% CI), mo NR (18.8-NA)

6-mo rate (95% CI), % 85.3 (78.3-92.3)

12-mo rate (95% CI), % 70.5 (61.4,79.7)

24-mo rate (95% CI), % 54.1 (41.2, 66.9)

HR§ (95% CI)

TNT-D‖
Median (95% CI), mo NR (20.1-NA)

6-mo rate (95% CI), % 94.7 (90.2-99.2)

12-mo rate (95% CI), % 85.9 (78.8, 92.9)

24-mo rate (95% CI), % 68.4 (50.6, 86.2)

HR§ (95% CI)

OS§

Median (95% CI), mo NR

12-mo rate (95% CI), % 96.6 (92.9, 100)

24-mo rate (95% CI), % 87.8 (78.0-97.6)

HR§ (95% C)

Weights, such as those applied to our control group (ie, the ReCORD-FL sample), can reduce th
than-actual sample of controls. The ESS quantifies this reduction of precision in the controls. Thus,
is lost via weighting.
NR, not reached; NA, not applicable.
*Sample size after weighting (ie, sum of weights) was 99, and the effective sample size was 9
†Sample size after weighting (ie, sum of weights) was 95, and the effective sample size was 3
‡PFS or EFS estimation considers new anticancer therapy as a progression event (in the abse
§HR was calculated by weighted Cox proportional hazard model for indirect comparison betw
‖TNT-D estimation considers death as an event.
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time-to-event end point as a function of the cohort (tisa-cel vs usual
care). As the Cox models were weighted using weights from the
PS model for LoT selection (ie, weighting by odds method), they
were therefore adjusted for the same covariates used in LoT
selection. Bootstrap methods were used to provide 95% confi-
dence intervals (CIs) for all end point comparisons.

Results

Baseline characteristics

After weighting, baseline variables, including the number of previ-
ous lines of systemic therapy (median: 4 lines), and the proportion
of patients receiving prior autologous HSCT (37%), were well
balanced between the tisa-cel and usual care cohorts based on an
absolute SMD of <0.25 for all variables (Table 1). Treatment reg-
imens observed for the patients receiving usual care for the
selected index LoT were as follows: (1) anti-CD20 mAb plus
alkylator (31.5% of patients), (2) anti-CD20 mAb without alkylator
(25.9%), (3) alkylator without anti-CD20 mAb (17.5%), and (4)
regimens other than anti-CD20 mAb and alkylator (25.2%). In the
-FL) clinical outcomes

ORD-FL (weighted) ReCORD-FL ≥ 2014 Subgroup (weighted)

N = 99* N = 95†

37.3 (26.4-48.3) 30.5 (13.1-47.8)

63.6 (52.5-74.7) 58.8 (39.9-77.7)

31.8 (18.1-45.3) 38.6 (19.3-57.9)

22.0 (9.4-34.5) 26.8 (6.8-46.7)

13.1 (8.1-NR) 6.3 (2.8, 15.4)

66.5 (55.6-77.3) 54.8 (35.2, 74.5)

51.9 (40.6, 63.3) 37.3 (18.8, 55.8)

42.2 (31.0, 53.5) 26.1 (11.1, 41.2)

0.60 (0.34-0.86) 0.38 (0.17-0.60)

14.4 (9-NR) 7.9 (3.9, 15.4)

71.5 (60.9-82.0) 60.8 (41.1, 80.4)

53.9 (42.5,65.2) 39.4 (20.6, 58.1)

44.2 (32.8, 55.6) 29.6 (14.0, 45.3)

0.31 (0.14-0.49) 0.20 (0.07-0.34)

NR NR

71.7 (61.2, 82.2) 77.4 (60, 94.8)

64.8 (53.3-76.2) 75.1 (57.5, 92.7)

0.20 (0.02-0.38) 0.30 (0-0.94)

e precision of statistical estimates such that the analyses behave as though we have a smaller-
the larger the reduction from actual to effective sample size, the more statistical precision that

5 for the main analysis.
7 for the subgroup analysis.
nce of clinician-assessed progression or death before start of a new therapy).
een the ELARA trial and ReCORD-FL study.
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preindex period (before the start of the selected index line for the
ITC analysis), all patients (by study design) in both the ELARA trial
and ReCORD-FL study received an anti-CD20 mAb and an alky-
lator, most often as a combination within the same regimen.
Besides these therapies, other treatments commonly observed
before the selected index line were PI3K inhibitors (14.0% of the
ReCORD-FL patients and 21.4% of the ELARA enrollees), lenali-
domide alone or in combination with other treatments (15.4% of
the ReCORD-FL patients and 22.4% of the ELARA enrollees), and
lenalidomide plus rituximab (9.8% of the ReCORD-FL patients and
17.3% of the ELARA enrollees). The weighted probability density
function of the estimated propensity scores at the selected LoT
provides additional assurance that the weighting by odds method
adequately balances the PS distribution (and thus background
covariates) between groups (Figure 1A-B).

ITC analysis

After LoT selection and weighted adjustment for differences in
baseline variables, tisa-cel was associated with improvement over
usual care in CRR (69.1%; 95% CI, 59.8%-78.3% vs 37.3%; 95%
CI, 26.4%-48.3%) and ORR (85.6%; 95% CI, 78.7%-92.5% vs
63.6%; 95% CI, 52.5%-74.7%). The Kaplan-Meier median PFS or
EFS was not reached for tisa-cel recipients in the ELARA trial but
was reached at 13.1 (95% CI, 8.1; not reached) months for usual
care recipients in the ReCORD-FL study after weighted adjust-
ment. The estimated probability of being progression or event free
at 12 months was 70.5% (95% CI, 61.4%-79.7%) for tisa-cel vs
51.9% (95% CI, 40.6%-63.3%) for usual care, with a corre-
sponding hazard ratio (HR) of 0.60 (95% CI, 0.34-0.86) indicating
an estimated 40% reduction in risk of progression, death, or
starting a new anticancer therapy for tisa-cel recipients as
compared with recipients of usual care. After weighted adjustment,
the Kaplan-Meier estimate of OS rate at 12 months was 96.6%
Time in months
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(95% CI, 92.9%-100%) for tisa-cel vs 71.7% (95% CI,
61.2%-82.2%) for usual care, with an estimated 80% risk reduc-
tion in favor of tisa-cel over usual care (HR, 0.2; 95% CI,
0.02-0.38). Additional efficacy results are presented in Table 2 and
Figures 2-4. In the subanalysis of usual care, patients with lines of
therapy initiated in or after 2014, the superiority of tisa-cel over
usual care was confirmed in all the efficacy outcomes (CRR,
69.1% vs 30.5%; ORR, 85.6% vs 58.8%; HRs <1 for OS, PFS or
EFS, and TNT-D). The effective sample size (due to weighting) in
the subanalysis was substantially lower (n = 37) than the actual
sample size (n = 95), indicating a greater loss of statistical preci-
sion for the subanalysis than for the main analysis (where actual
and effective sample sizes were similar at n = 99 and 95,
respectively). However, despite the lower effective sample size,
nearly all end point differences remained statistically significant
based on nonoverlapping 95% CIs.

Discussion

As the ELARA trial does not include a comparator arm, the aim of
this study was to perform additional analyses to compare efficacy
results of tisa-cel from the ELARA trial with a clinically similar group
of patients with r/r FL receiving usual care in the real-world settings
of the ReCORD-FL observational study. Based on the compara-
bility of results with another similar observational study
(SCHOLAR-58), ReCORD-FL presents a valid source of historical
control data from a multinational population of patients with r/r FL.
As documented in the ReCORD-FL study,5 patients with r/r FL
have a high unmet medical need as evidenced by a long-term
course of disease involving multiple therapy lines and varied
treatment pathways, poorer outcomes in particular for patients with
the double-refractory disease, and steadily worsening outcomes
with successive lines of therapy. Because most trials in r/r FL are
nticancer

24

35

1

Figure 2. PFS or EFS for tisa-cel (ELARA) vs usual

care (ReCORD-FL) cohorts.
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Figure 3. OS for tisa-cel (ELARA) vs usual care

(ReCORD-FL) cohorts.
single arm, it is important to provide data from real-world cohorts as
a means to establish the comparative effectiveness of novel
therapies.

In the weighted analyses conducted here with adjustment for
baseline prognostic factors, tisa-cel was associated with a 1.9-
fold higher CRR and a 1.4-fold higher rate of being progression
or event free at 12 months compared with the usual care in the
ReCORD-FL study. A clinically meaningful and consistent
improvement favoring tisa-cel was also observed for OS (80%
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Figure 4. TNT-D for tisa-cel (ELARA) vs usual care

(ReCORD-FL) cohorts.
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reduction in death risk) and TNT-D (70% reduction in risk of
starting new treatment or death)that are end points not sub-
jected to heterogeneous interpretation or application of clinical
response criteria. The efficacy benefits of tisa-cel vs usual care
across all prespecified end points were consistent for both the
main and sensitivity analyses in which patients’ LoT from the
ReCORD-FL study for comparison with the ELARA trial was
selected from 2014 or later when more patients could have
been assessed with the Lugano response criteria as applied in
the ELARA trial.
67 47 41 36

88 73 27 1

Kaplan-Meier curves of TNT-D after weighting
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There were 3 major challenges in comparing efficacy data across
the tisa-cel (ELARA) and usual care cohorts: (1) patients in the
usual care cohort could meet the ELARA trial inclusion or exclusion
criteria at the start of multiple lines of therapy, (2) differences in
baseline prognostic factors between the ELARA and usual care
cohorts introduced potential confounding on the study end points,
and (3) heterogeneity in the measurement of treatment response
and progression inherent in the routine practice settings of the
ReCORD-FL study (specifically, in the ReCORD-FL study, clinical
assessments of disease progression were not performed on a
predetermined schedule or according to a predefined set of criteria
as would typically be required in a prospective interventional trial).
Multiple steps were taken to address these limitations through
appropriate statistical methodologies as described earlier. Specif-
ically, 1 eligible LoT per patient was systematically selected in the
ReCORD-FL study based on the highest PS, and after the selec-
tion of 1 LoT for each patient in the ReCORD-FL study, indirect
comparisons using the weighting by odds method were conducted
to assess differences in clinical end points between tisa-cel
recipients and patients receiving usual care.

In conclusion, this study provides further context to the results of
the single-arm ELARA trial by providing needed historical control
data from clinically similar patients receiving usual care in routine
practice settings. The ITC results suggest that tisa-cel has superior
efficacy over usual care in a clinically similar, matched group of
patients with r/r FL for all evaluated end points. Taken together, the
findings presented here provide a key benchmark and suggest that
tisa-cel may be a valuable treatment option for consideration in
patients with multiply r/r FL.
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